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Everyone is entitled to education and each one of us has the right to attain and enjoy it. There are times that poverty hinders the child in going to school but this could be resolved if we continuously support and motivate the child in attaining education despite the scarcity.

Thinking that poverty is not a hindrance to the achievement of education but a challenge instead would be useful. Numerous prolific national heroes and successful business tycoons started from scratch and from being impoverished. They took poverty as a challenge instead of engulfing themselves in desperation.

The school is the proper venue wherein we could teach the children on how to battle with poverty. The teachers themselves can share inspiring stories about the people who survived and won against poverty. They should teach the students on the process of surviving under poverty and how to achieve success in life.

The current generation is indeed very fortunate for our government offers free education. This greatly improves the plight of the young people and meaningfully supports in realizing and savoring the education that they deserve to have. Have them recognized that education is the best means to leave the state of poverty.

The public schools in particular are here to attend to the needs of the Filipino learners as they discover the splendor and value of education which will someday bring them to a better life. The public schools are very accessible and they are built for the sake of the people regardless of socio-economic level.
Poverty is a big challenge to each learner. Though it is a gigantic dilemma in reality but it could also serve as the way to motivate oneself to do better and even be the best. A student who is in the poverty line should think that as long as you have the will and determine to survive and soar high poverty cannot disable your life.

Let us teach our children in the school that poverty is not a barrier in attaining quality education. Tell them that everyone has the right to better education. We should educate the child on how to subsist under poverty and never be prevented in reaching one’s goals or dreams in life.

The school through its teachers can change one’s mindset and can provide inspiration to our students as they go on with their journey in the achievement of education.

Let’s give them hope and let them shine amid poverty.
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